DF-777
Desktop Paper Folder

Reliable Folding with a Push of a Button

The DF-777 offers fully automated setups, making it easier and faster to process jobs without any manual adjustments, allowing you to be even more productive. Precisely fold documents such as brochures, menus, letters, and invoices at up to 135 letters per minute.

Select up to six pre-programmed folds for touch-and-go folding or customize your own for non-standard folds. In addition, the DF-777 has five popular sheet sizes (letter, legal, ledger, 1/2 letter, and 1/2 legal) pre-programmed for quick setup and user convenience.
DF-777 Desktop Paper Folder

KEY ADVANTAGES
SPECIAL “CROSS-FOLDING” FEATURE
Perfect for right-angle folds with no additional parts or adjustments.

AUTOMATIC SETTING OF FOLD PLATE
Once paper size and fold type are entered, the ejection roller automatically moves into position.

SIX PRE-PROGRAMMED FOLDS
Choose from 6 pre-programmed folds for quick and easy folds, or customize your own for non-standard folds.

COMPACT, STURDY DESIGN
Small footprint, quiet operation make it ideal for any office environment, school, or church.

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Paper Jam Detector
• Ascending and Descending Counters
• Folds 135 Sheets per Minute
• Test Button Folds Two Sheets for Inspection
• Virtually Maintenance-Free
• Quiet Operation

SPECIFICATIONS

| Paper Sizes   | 5” x 7.2” to 11.7” x 17” |
| Paper Weight  | 52.3 - 145 gsm / 14-38 lb. (129.9 gsm / 34 lb. paper cannot be cross folded) |
| Fold Type     | 6 standard fold types (single, double, accordion, half accordion, letter, gate), special cross fold (two passes, paper thickness 14 lb. to 28 lb.), and custom folds |
| Folding Speed | Up to 135 sheets per minute |
| Stack Capacity | 500 sheets |
| Counter       | Ascending 4-digit, descending 3-digit |
| Power         | 12V 60Hz 0.85A |
| Dimensions    | 37” x 19” x 22” |
| Weight        | 79 lbs. |

Call your FP representative today to order your DF-777 Desktop Paper Folder and ask about our family of mailing systems and solutions.

When you have questions, we have solutions. Our commitment to fast, attentive customer service is just one of the reasons why we’re the fastest-growing USPS®-approved mailing systems vendor in the U.S.